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Abstract. Due to the big developments of Smartphone devices and on-
line social network services, people can share diverse information about
what they have been experienced during a day with no constrain to time
or location. This fact has changed entire previous online system. We
simply insert a query to search engine or OSNSs by using Smartphone
devices. Because of this effectiveness, text data in OSNSs is getting big-
ger including many noisy data especially non-standard words. People are
likely to type a text in short format such as abbreviation, acronym, and
more when they using Smartphone to send a message to their friends
in order to save time and data usages. As a result of these reasons,
non-standard words on the web is extremely increasing so it has to be
normalize into standard words in order to enhance performance of Nat-
ural Language Processing. When we analyze plain text data to extract
semantic meaning, this nosy data has been ignore even though it has
valuable information. In order to overcome this problem, we address a
method for normalizing non-standard words in OSNSs, particularly for
Twitter text data. We analyzed more than fifty million tweets which was
collected by Stanford University and normalized non-standard words into
standard English words by using diverse coefficient method such as dice,
jacard, ochiai, sorgenfrei, and more. We finally conclude this paper by
comparing those coefficient methods with our proposed one.

Keywords: Words normalization · Online social network services ·
Twitter

1 Introduction

There are many kinds of contents described in diverse forms such as text, audio,
images, and more on the World Wide Web. Particularly, text data is the most
common type of data and the volume of this data is extremely huge. Due
to this text data was written by human, many researchers have been study-
ing to discover semantic meanings from human written text data by using
diverse kinds of approaches such as statistical, machine learning, knowledge
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based approaches, and so on [1–3]. Although, scientists have been applied highly
advanced approaches for a long time, it is still challenging that the perfor-
mance of Natural Language Processing (NLP) is not always increasing due to the
fact that human written data has many noisy texts. For instance, miss spelled
word ‘univercity,’ abbreviation ‘st.’ acronym ‘WSD’ are normally considered as
a unimportant data for extracting semantics even though those words has valu-
able information. Moreover, special characters such as #, @, &, and more are
normally removed in a preprocessing step in order to reduce the size of test
data and enhance the performance ratio. However, these special characters do
indicate specific actions in Twitter system. There is a policy in Twitter that peo-
ple can share information by sending text-based message restricted to only 140
characters, known as tweets. As a result of this policy, non-standard words on
the web is extremely increasing so it has to be normalize into standard words in
order to machine can analyze non-standard words. Besides, there is a high possi-
bility that people are likely to type a text in short format such as abbreviation,
acronym, or no-standard English form when they using Smartphone to send a
message to their friends in order to save time and data usages. This issue brings
huge obstacle when scientists conduct an experiment by using NLP techniques.
In order to overcome this problem, we introduce a method to normalize non-
standard words in online social network services particularly for Twitter data
by using several coefficient approaches. The reminder of the paper is organized
as follows: Sect. 2 describes what Twitter is and related works; Sect. 3 explains a
method for normalizing non-standard words in Twitter based on several coeffi-
cient approaches; Sect. 4 gives experimental results; and finally Sect. 5 conclude
this paper with future works.

2 Related Works

Twitter is one of the most common online social network services (OSNSs) plat-
form which let people share information, interests, and knowledge among others
by sending text-based message restricted to only 140 characters, known as a
tweet [4]. Because of this limitation of text size and inconvenience of Smart-
phone text input system, people type a text message as short as possible in
order to save time and usage. As a result, Twitter is full of non-standard words
which machine cannot detect as important terms. Besides, there are few inter-
esting functions which operated by special characters in Twitter. The following
Table 1 shows examples of tweets written by certain online user A.

According to Twitter policy, there are interesting functions which is described
by special characters such as @, #, and RT. The @ sign is used to call out
(mention) usernames in Tweets and it becomes a link to a user profile. The #
indicates hashtags which is used to mark keywords or topics to categorize mes-
sages. RT represents retweet which is a re-posting someone else tweets to spread
news or share valuable information with others [5]. Therefore, these non-standard
words have not to be removed in pre-processing step. Non-standard words have
been interested by many researchers for long time. Before we introduce other
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Table 1. Examples of tweet messages in Twitter

Text messages in Twitter

RT @fanfusionblog: RT this message to win $ 50 Gift Card! 100th to do so wins!
@AllSelenaGomez Blah, I’m tired, good. You?
#dumbquestions (calling the house phone) WHERE ARE YOU?!
@MrsBieber69 love you too, and #ofcourse #betheresoon

Table 2. Examples of non-standard words

Taxonomy Example

Contraction Im, cant, wont, havent, ...
Abbreviation uni., dept., ref., max., ...
Acronym SCUBA, ROM, NLP, NER, FBI, ...
Mixed WS99, x220, MS-Dos, ...
Funny spelling cooool, hooooot, lol, :), b4, ...
Misspelling geogaphy, univercity, knowlege, ...

researches approaches to normalize non-standard words, we describe examples
of non-standard words shown in Table 2.

A contraction word is a shortened form of word created by using apostrophe
such as {let us: lets, I am: Im, cannot: cant, have not: haven}. This contraction
is defined in English grammar so it is not difficult to normalize into standard
words. An abbreviation is a shortened form of word or phrase to omit when the
length of a word is too long such as ad for advertisement. Abbreviation is also
defined in many English dictionaries so it can be normalized by using dictionary
and rule based approaches [6,7]. An acronym is an abbreviation formed which
is composed of initial components of multiple words such as {CEO: Chief Exec-
utive Officer, SCUBA: Self-Contained Underwater Breathing Apparatus, FAQ:
Frequently Asked Question, BBC: British Broadcasting Corporation}. The prob-
lem is that acronyms can have several kinds of different expansion words, in
other words it has a word sense disambiguation problem. For example, acronym
NER indicates not only Named Entity Recognition in computer science area but
also North Eastern Railway which was an English railway company. According to
Wikipedia1, there are 14 different kinds of entities indicating acronym NER. This
is huge obstacle when we faced this polysemous acronym in test data. In order to
overcome this obstacle, Hwang [8] proposed a method for normalize terminologies
by using Wikipedia labels to enhance the performance. This research based on
the assumption that labels in Wikipedia is the standard terms for terminologies.
However, they did not cover the acronyms which have multiple expansion words.
Non-standard words such as a mixed form would not be fully detected when we
only applied rule-based approaches. Because, there are no particular patterns to
represent mixed formed words. Funny spelling words are new type of words to
1 http://www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NER

http://www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NER
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emphasize adjective by repeating certain characters or emoticons. These words
are created due to the fact that people want to express their emotional status
far beyond normal English words. Misspelled words are commonly appeared in
online text messages, email, short message service (SMS), blog, Twitter, Face-
book, and more. Misspelled words can be normalized by using n-gram based
approaches [9,10]. As we can see in this section, English words are not always
expressed by perfect standard format. Especially, online text messages are full of
non-standard words. Hence, we propose a method for normalizing non-standard
words appeared in OSNSs especially for Twitter text messages.

3 Twitter Data Set

Twitter text messages which we are going to deal with were collected by Stan-
ford University [11] contains entire text messages on November in 2009 approxi-
mately 8.27 GB by more than 5.5 million users. In order to find active users not
spammers, we focused on users who exposed someones birthday by using simple
linguistic rule [12]. So we can obtain 24,922 candidate active users. This data
set consists of three kinds of information which are time, user URL, and tweet
message shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Examples of the Twitter data set

Type Information

T 2009-11-01 00:43:19
U http://twitter.com/ivoryshorty
W @iamdorkster you the effin’ best ...
T 2009-11-01 01:10:46
U http://twitter.com/ivoryshorty
W @documentedmusic very dope...I like your flow ...
T 2009-11-01 02:49:53
U http://twitter.com/ivoryshorty
W @PinkRoyaltie Aww how cute! Yeah ours was yesterday ...

As we can see in Table 3, the tweet messages are full of non-standard words
which are needed to be normalized. We randomly choose five thousands users
from Twitter data set and analyzed how many non-standard words are by
using PyEnchant2 module which is a spellchecking library for Python. The
total number of tweets for 5,000 users is 365,967 which contain 5,748,586 words.
According to PyEnchant spellchecking library, there are more than 40 percent of
non-standard words in this tweet text messages. This will bring big obstacle if we
analyze natural language processing by using this Twitter text messages. This
is the main reason why we want to normalize non-standard words in Twitter.
2 http://www.pythonhosted.org/pyenchant/

http://twitter.com/ivoryshorty
http://twitter.com/ivoryshorty
http://twitter.com/ivoryshorty
http://www.pythonhosted.org/pyenchant/
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4 Normalization for Non-standard Words in Twitter

This section describes a method for normalizing non-standard words into stan-
dard words in Twitter text messages by using several coefficient methods. As
we introduced in the previous section, we prepared test data set which contains
non-standard words. These non-standard words are consisted of contractions,
abbreviations, acronyms, mixed words, funny spelling words, and misspelling
words. We put those words into PyEnchant module to find standard words of
them. The following Table 4 shows the results of this step.

Table 4. Results of suggestions for non-standard words by using PyEnchant

Taxonomy NSW Suggestions

Contraction havent haven, haven’t, havens, ha vent, haven t’
Contraction youre yourself, your, you’re, you’ve
Mixed MS-Dos None
Funny spelling freee free, freeze, frees, freer, freed, free e
Funny spelling need2know needlework, needlewomen, needlewoman,needlepoint
Misspelling definately definitely, definably, determinately, definable, definitively

Although, PyEnchant is powerful module to check English spelling, it does
not always give a perfect suggestion for non-standard words. PyEnchant module
cannot find expansion words for abbreviations, acronyms, and mixed words.
However, it does recommend candidate standard words for contractions, funny
spelling words, and misspelling words. The problem is that we cannot guarantee
whether suggested words for funny spelling words are correct or not. Therefore,
we want to find the most appropriate words by using Dice, Jaccard, Ochiai, and
proposed coefficient approaches. The non-standard words we want to focus on
are contraction, funny spelling, and misspelling words in this paper.

Dice coefficient is a statistic approach for comparing the similarity of two
samples developed by Lee Raymond Dice [13]. Let us assume that we have
two samples ‘havent ’ and ‘haven’t ’. Bigrams of these two words can be rep-
resented by as follows: bigramhavent = {ha, av, ve, en, nt} and bigramhaven′t =
{ha, av, ve, en, n′,′ t}. Dice coefficient of these two words can be calculated by
following the Eq. 1.

Dice coeff(wi, wj) =
2 × |bigramwi

∩ bigramwj
|

|bigramwi
| + |bigramwj

| (1)

where, |bigramwi
| and |bigramwj

| are the number of total bigram of given
words |wi| and |wj |. |bigramwi

∩bigramwj
| denotes the number of bigrams which

appeared in |wi| and |wj | at the same time.
Jaccard coefficient which was developed by Paul Jaccard is statistic used for

measuring similarity and diversity of samples followed by the Eq. 2 [13].

Jaccard coeff(wi, wj) =
|bigramwi

∩ bigramwj
|

|bigramwi
∪ bigramwj

| (2)
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Ochiai coefficient or also known as Ochiai-Barkman coefficient, or Otsuka-
Ochiai coefficient was considered as a superior coefficient measurement in research
[13] which can be calculated by the following Eq. 3.

Ochiai coeff(wi, wj) =
|bigramwi

∩ bigramwj
|

√|bigramwi
| × |bigramwj

| (3)

Our proposed coefficient measurement is performed well when two given
words has the same number of characters such as words {‘Seoul’ and ‘Seuol’}
followed by the Eq. 4.

Proposed coeff(wi, wj) =
|bigramwi

∩ bigramwj
|

avg(|bigramwi
| + |bigramwj

|) (4)

We hereby measure the similarities between non-standard word and sug-
gested words by PyEnchant module in order to address what the weakness of this

Table 5. Similarity results between non-standard words and suggested words

NSW Suggestions Dice Jaccard Ochiai Proposed

freeee freezer 0.667 0.375 0.548 0.545
freemen 0.667 0.375 0.548 0.545
freeze 0.75 0.428 0.6 0.6
freeness 0.6 0.333 0.507 0.5
free 1.0 0.6 0.774 0.75

definately definitely 0.778 0.636 0.778 0.889
definably 0.706 0.545 0.707 0.941
definable 0.588 0.417 0.589 0.823
subordinately 0.571 0.4 0.577 0.762

Thinking Thinking 0.909 0.625 0.771 0.769
Thinkable 0.615 0.4 0.577 0.714
Thinkably 0.615 0.4 0.577 0.714
Thinker 0.727 0.5 0.667 0.833
Think 0.889 0.667 0.816 0.8

havent haven’t 0.727 0.571 0.730 0.909
Haven 0.889 0.8 0.894 0.889
haver 0.667 0.5 0.670 0.889

bday Hobday 0.75 0.6 0.774 0.75
Bayda 0.571 0.4 0.577 0.857
birthday 0.4 0.25 0.436 0.6
daybed 0.5 0.33 0.516 0.75

thnks methinks 0.545 0.375 0.567 0.727
think 0.5 0.333 0.5 0.75
thank 0.5 0.333 0.5 0.75
thunk 0.5 0.333 0.5 0.75

txt text 0.4 0.25 0.408 0.8
twixt 0.333 0.2 0.353 0.667
TX 0.667 0.5 0.707 0.667
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system and how can we applied our proposed coefficient measurement. Table 5
indicates the results of similarities between non-standard words and suggested
words by using four kinds of coefficient methods.

According to the results of Table 5, the proposed method does not always
give the best standard words for NSWs. However, it does give the best words
if the type of non-standard words is the contraction such as ‘havent’. As we
can see in the Table 5, the candidate words for ‘havent’ are {havent, Haven,
haven, haver}. If we applied the Dice, Jaccard, and Ochiai coefficient methods,
we cannot find the right words for ‘havent’. However, we could find the most
likely reasonable word if we applied the proposed coefficient method.

The non-standard word ‘freeee’ is the funny spelling words for a word ‘free’.
However, as we can see in the Table 5, PyEnchant suggested four kinds of words
{‘freezer,’ ‘freemen,’ ‘freeze,’ ‘freeness’} except ‘free’. If PyEnchant can recom-
mend a word ‘free’ the similarities between words ‘freeee’ and ‘free’ might be
the highest values by using four kinds of coefficients. Therefore, we have con-
cluded that this module is not suitable for normalizing funny spelling words. In

Table 6. Similarity results between funny words and suggested words

Funny words Suggestions Dice Jaccard Ochiai Proposed

happpppy happily 0.6 0.3 0.462 0.615
happening 0.5 0.25 0.400 0.4
happiness 0.5 0.25 0.400 0.4
happy 1.0 0.571 0.755 0.727

freeee freezer 0.667 0.375 0.548 0.545
freemen 0.667 0.375 0.548 0.545
freeze 0.75 0.428 0.6 0.6
freeness 0.6 0.333 0.507 0.5

juuuust justness 0.545 0.3 0.462 0.461
justest 0.666 0.333 0.5 0.5
justing 0.6 0.333 0.5 0.5
Justice 0.6 0.333 0.5 0.5

truuueee trusteeing 0.428 0.230 0.377 0.5
trusteeship 0.4 0.214 0.358 0.470
Truckee 0.545 0.3 0.462 0.615
trustee 0.545 0.3 0.462 0.615

gooooole Google 0.666 0.333 0.507 0.5
baaaad Baal 0.666 0.333 0.516 0.5
weeeeird weekender 0.307 0.153 0.267 0.266

weirdness 0.615 0.363 0.534 0.533
weedkiller 0.285 0.142 0.251 0.375
weirdie 0.727 0.444 0.617 0.615

hellllooo hellebore 0.461 0.25 0.400 0.533
Hellespont 0.428 0.230 0.377 0.5
hellhole 0.5 0.272 0.428 0.571
hellion 0.545 0.3 0.462 0.615
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Table 7. Similarity results between normalized funny words and suggested words

Normalized words Suggestions Dice Jaccard Ochiai Proposed

happy happy 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
free free 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

frees 0.857 0.75 0.866 0.857
freer 0.857 0.75 0.866 0.857
freed 0.857 0.75 0.866 0.857

juust just 0.857 0.75 0.866 0.857
Justen 0.666 0.5 0.670 0.666
juster 0.666 0.5 0.670 0.666
justed 0.666 0.5 0.670 0.666
Justis 0.666 0.5 0.670 0.666

truuee trustee 0.5454 0.375 0.547 0.727
Truckee 0.5454 0.375 0.547 0.727
truelove 0.5 0.333 0.507 0.666
trueness 0.5 0.333 0.507 0.666
true 0.75 0.6 0.774 0.75

goole Google 0.666 0.5 0.607 0.666
goober 0.444 0.285 0.447 0.444
gooier 0.444 0.285 0.447 0.444
Goober 0.444 0.285 0.447 0.444

baad Baal 0.666 0.5 0.666 0.666
baa 0.8 0.666 0.816 0.8
ballad 0.5 0.333 0.516 0.5
Baden 0.571 0.4 0.577 0.571
bad 0.8 0.666 0.816 0.8

weeird weird 0.888 0.8 0.894 0.888
weirdie 0.727 0.571 0.730 0.727
weirdo 0.8 0.666 0.8 0.8
weeing 0.6 0.428 0.6 0.6
weirdness 0.615 0.444 0.632 0.615

helloo hello 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.75
weirdness 0.888 0.8 0.894 0.666

order to find the most appropriate word for ‘freeee’, we defined a rule based on
the linguistic patterns of the funny spelling words. In case of the funny spelling
words, certain character is normally repeated for emphasizing a word. For exam-
ple, {happpppy, freeee, juuuust, truuueee, gooooole, baaaad, weeeeird, hellllooo}
these words are the funny spelling words when people used for giving emotional
status in text messages. A funny spelling word can be represented by follow-
ing Eq. 5 where, wi denotes a funny spelling word and cj denotes an English
character.

wi = (cj + cj+1 + cj+2 + ... + cn) (5)
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If cj and cj+1 are the same, it is not a funny word. However, if cj , cj+1, ... cj+n

are the same, we can simply normalize this word into standard word due to the
fact that the maximum number of the same character in an English word is two.

When we simply put funny spelled words without the normalizing step into
our system, the results will not be reasonable as show in Table 6. As we can see
in Table 6, we only can find two correct words (happy and Google) for funny
spelled words. PyEnchant suggested words based on the length of word and
their characters so the suggested words for funny spelled words are not always
adequate. Therefore, we need to normalize funny spelled words by using Eq. 5
in order to reduce their complexities. As a result, we can obtain more precise
candidate words for the funny spelled words described in Table 7. We cannot
find a standard word for ‘juuuust’ shown in Table 6 however, we are able to find
‘just’ by using our proposed approach. Therefore, we can normalize the funny
spelled words which commonly considered as a noisy data into the standard
English word successfully. If we do not normalize the funny spelled word such
as ‘baaaad’, computer is not able to find the standard word ‘bad’.

5 Conclusion and Future Works

This paper proposed a method for normalizing non-standard words to standard
English words in online social network services especially for Twitter text mes-
sages. Although, Twitter provides great convenience to user for sharing their
interest, experience, knowledge and more, there are full of non-standard words
in Twitter due to the restricted input policy and users have to text a message
by using smartphone devices. Non-standard words bring huge obstacle when
we analyze human written language in order to find semantic meanings from
given texts or documents. There is a powerful NLP module based on Python
named PyEnchant which is a spellchecking library. It suggests words to users
when input words are not in standard English form based on the length of words
and combination of words characters. The problem is that we cannot guarantee
whether those suggested words are the precise one or not. Therefore, we intro-
duced a method for finding the most appropriate word from suggested words by
using Dice, Jaccard, Ochiai, and proposed coefficient similarities. We can con-
clude that our proposed method is strongly able to distinguish contraction and
funny spelled type of NSW compared with other methods. However, the pro-
posed approach is mainly depending on the PyEnchant. If PyEnchant does not
suggest candidate words for NSW, we cannot find the standard type of words at
all. Hence, we need to develop more strongly system to find the candidate word
for NSW without PyEnchant’s help. This is the next goal of our research.
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